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The USS Atka, carrying 7 ICY personnel, departed from San Diego,
California on October 30 for New Zea1an and Lit).e America Station.
On November 7, an tt4D with Mr. Mognsen and Mr. Hanson landed at the
Beardmore Glacier camp due to engine trouble while enroite to Am'1senScott Station. They were returned by R4D to McMurdo. Some meteorological
equipment had to be jettisoned and was lost.
Air transport of personnel to Amundsen-Scott Station has been
hampered by unfavorable weather conditiona. As of October 30 no replacement ICY personnel have arrived this station.
On November 11, it was reported that the airlift of carg& to Byrd
Station was 65 complete, and most personnel have arrived on station.
Airdrop of cargo to Amundsen-Scott Station is 257 complete.

Most wintering-over personnel have caught severe colds.
Little America Station
Airborne Seismology-Glaciology - Personnel arrived on station
October 26. Seismic equipment has been assembled and tested and
• miscellaneous electrical faults corrected' least one week more of local
tests familiarization and preparation required before fli ghts go to
Victoria Land can begin. Glaciological equipment and accessory gear is being assembled insofar as it is obtainable.
GeomaRnetism - ioutine operation continues. A possible solar flare
çfect occurred on tie 7th and on the 30th the standard magnetograph waG
temporarily out of operation due to large quantities of ice on the
instrument and piers from a leaking roof.

-2Little America Station (continued)
Ice Shelf Deformation Phase one of the program was begun with two
reconnaissance flights in an Otter. Several more are scheduled, but weather
conditions have been unfavorable for further flying as of 3 November.
We Phil Smith and Dr. James Zumberge have arrived at Little America.
Most of the scientific equipment for this program was sent to Little
America Station by ship last year. The remainder is on board the USS
Greenville Victory, scheduled to arrive 1 December.
Ionosp here - Operations have been routine. Approximately 2 per cent
loss of records occurred due to the stop of the master clock and difficulty

with the program timer • A leak in the roof of the ionosphere building has
created some hazard to equipment but temporary channels built under the roof

are now directing water away from the C4 recorder and other equipment.

Meteorology - All equipment is in routine operation except the infra red
hygrometer. Some trouble has occurred with frosting of lines in the carbon
dioxide analyzer. The problem was solved by mounting lines above the snow
surface.
Average height of 62 radiosonde flights was 19,132 meters.
Micro-Meteorology - Normal incidence radiation was measured on 9 days
and calibrations of the Schulze net radiometer and Kipp solarimeter for short
wave radiation was made on 5 days and for long wave radiation on 1 day.
Long wave radiation calibrations now cover a temperature range from _70
_480.
Halo observations were made on 22 days.
to
On 21 October, the QMC phase of the program was concluded and preparation
begun for moving the micro-meteorology program to Amundsen-Scott Station.
One hundred wind profiles were taken, bringing the total to 1,136.
Phy siology The third series of determinations of BMR response to
standardized cold exposure, skin fold measurement, oxygen consumption during
exercise, and vascular response to finger immersion in ice bath, these are
607. complete.
- On November 1, Peter Schoeck, IGY glaciologist
Traverse gperati
on the Ross ice shelf traverse was seriously injured when the snow on which
he was standing gave way and he fell 60 feet to a shelf in the crevasse. He
is now awaiting air evacuation to Christchurch for further medical treatment.
His condition is reported improved. The Ross ice shelf traverse started on
24 October. The location on 1 November was 78 0 56' 5, 1640 40' W. Two seismic,
17 gravity, 16 magnetic, 2 glacial pits, and 10 rawinsonde stations have been
made.

-3Little America Station (continued)
Weather Central - Receipt of mother-daughter weather data deteriorated
considerably during October. This was due to personnel changes, increased.
operational traffic, limited equipment and precedence given to press traffic.
Delays have been as great as 12 hours. To relieve the cotmunications load at
McMürdo during suner, Little America Station will take over Mirny weather
schedules beginning 3 November. The analysis program continues.
4jCY Station
Ceotnagnetisin - October was a relatively quiet month. The heat and power
line was parted by a bulldozer blade during operations recovering the fuel cache.
A thirty-degree drop in temperature caused the loss of the D trace with a
fading H. The clock driving drum labors at low temperatures. There have been no
records since October 25,
Glaciology - The average accumulation is 9.1 cm, Oxygen isotope samples
from the deep pit represent an estimated 2 complete year accumulation. Tritium
samples from top center and base of the deep pit each represent a year's
accumulation layer. Two meter pit correlated with disturbed top section of the
deep pit. Twenty meter core hole completed for density and seismology shots.
Eight stake movement net includes approximately 6 square km installed and
surveyed. Survey of net installation appear aborted due to weather and darkness.
Accumulation study extended in area and near stakes.
Ionosphere - Operations normal. No additional reports received.
Meteorology - The sunshine switch was installed the 11th of October. Green
line and green ray observed on the 4th.

climate report for October is as follows: Average temperature was
-26.1 C. Highest -11.2 0 C, lowest -48.2 0 C on the 4th. Prevailing wind N.
average speed 15.0 knots. Peak gust 48 knots NE. Precipitation 3.24 inches,
snowfall 26 inches. Seasonal total since January 1O was 140.1 inches. These
figures are questionable due to periods of heavy blowing snow. Prevailing
wind direction was north at 15 knots. The highest i station pressure was 24.340
inches, lowest 23.165 on the 20th. Total sunshine 12th through 31st, 41 hours
and 58 minutes. The sun was above the horizon 24 hours beginning on the 17th.
The solar switch was installed on the 12th. Clear days 2, partly cloudy 5,
cloudy 24, days with visibility reduced 1/4 mile or less 25. Days whiteout
conditions 22. Optical phenomenon 15. Average height of 62 RAOBS 190980
meters.
Seismology - Eleven eqarthquakes recorded. Operations have been irregular
since the 22nd, due to airdrops and the tractor train. Resumed operations the
30th with some testing. Still having trouble with wandering vertical trace.
Traverse seismology: vertical shooting 20 meter auger hole in undisturbed area
completed. All attempts for reflections failed, due to an increase in surface
noise from a minus 10DB over last March. Shots tried at depths of 10 meters in
air, also pattern shots at various locations used, include one where reflections
found in March. Noise about 100 CPS independent of charge size depth, near
shots one location. No coherence even with filters out.
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Byrd IGY Station (continued)
Traverse Preparations for the trail include gyro compass MTD field tested,
magnetic. compass MTD unsuccessful todate, due to difficulty getting far enough
from high intermittent charging èurrnt. Crevasse detector I'ITD apparently
operating satisfactorily. Cook wannigàn constructed front half one sled assures
convenient dining. They are ewaitiDg the traverse mechanics arrival from Little.
America Station for departure.
Other Data film shows samples shipped on tiactor train to Little America
Station for surface transportation to CONUS. The Soviet satellite signal
taped for VBS.
Amundsen-ScottIGYSouth Pole Station
Ionos p here C-3 recorder operational 98 1% of the month. The antenna was
lowered and repaired. Eclipse observations have been marred by ionospheric
disturbance just' prior to onset; 4.Lowever, three hours continuous records were
made during and after the eclipse.' A total of !38 hours continuous 16 imn
records were taken this month. Only one 16 um camera now operative.
Geomagnetism Observations continued without change.
Aurora - Records have been packaged for standby shipment which prevents
processing of data. Operations are progressing well..
Seismology,- Vertical: Benioff Seismometer produced good records the
entire month. Thirty-seven confirmed quakes were reported.
aciol,og - The snow mine is approximately '250 feet long and 80 feet deep
The systemative photography of snow layers and crystal sizes has continued.
Meteoro1og ,,- The average thérmoscreen temperature was _52.90 C. highest

-43.0 C, lowest 650 . Average temperature snow surface 52.6 C. At 5 meters
51,90 C. The average station pressure was 20.00 inches. Number days visibility 114 mile or less 4, clear 12, partly cloudy 16, cloudy 3.' Average
height 61 rawinsondes 20,038 meters. The normal incident awaiting installation.
EllsworthI?3tation
Auro:á - Working on 1B14 cards. Photo measurements have been made of
Zenith 1r±Bhtness during the solar eclipse. The number and size of meteoric
spheres incased sharply on October 23, presumably due to an orionid èhower.
eoroio - Operations are routine.
- Seismology and glaciology personnel have been occupied with
preparations for the El lsworth traverse which departed October 20.
Ionoh
- Twenty-three hours .- , of continuous records were taken on
October 23, A definite F-I layer is now recorded. Several hours records were
lost because of thémalfunction of C-4 35 mm camera.
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Wilkes IGY Station
General
Routine operation of all disciplines aided in completion of mapping and
field work on islands and coastline northeast to Cape Foizer. A twenty-four
hour continuous tape recording was made of the Soviet satellite radio signal.
Twenty-five Weddell seals have been branded. Vincennes Bay is open except
for small scattered floes and areas of young ice. No pack ice is visible.
Glaciology - The deep pit is at 35.25 meters, and drilled 27 meters from
the pit bottom. The total depth of investigation is 61.80 meters and have
reached glacier ice. The temperature at the bottom drill hole is - 19.4 0 C.
Meteorological observations continue at the ice cap station and ice texnpera
tures and thermograph records are changed weekly at the ramp station. The
Vanderford Glacier has been revisited and new movement stakes set in and all
stakes surveyed. The movement rate of stake No. 10 near the middle of the
glacier is 1.9 meters per day. Photos were taken in the vicinity of Clark
Peninsula to show the ice ramp, apborizeral lakes, and extensive snow drifts
before the melt season begins.
Ionosphere - The ionosonde was in operation 97% of the month. Only two
hours of the eclipse were recorded due to malfunction of the phantatron delay
of ionosonde,
Cosmic Ray s The equipment is operating routinely. The Sanborn recorder
operations have greatly improved. A count decrease of 570 maximum was recorded
on the Sanborn chart from October 220100Z to 280400Z in conjunction with a
magnetic storm.
Geomag netism - A fairly quiet month. Range of D. H and Z during 12-hour
storm 376 minutes, 1513 and 1597 Ganmus respectively. Z reached lowest yet
recorded at 220411Z. Abortive attempt to make observations at the ice cap
station, but they hope to succeed later in the season.
Seismology - Twenty earthquakes were recorded including 025839 Chagos
Islands, 03055812 New Guinea, 19182850 form OSA, 20120520 North Atlantic.
Diurnal temperature variation is causing considerable crowding and spreading
of traces. Microseismic activity is generally' low and irregular.
Meteorology - The weather was characterized by light winds and mild
temperatures. Three upper air soundings missed due to high winds in early
October. The average height of 59 soundings 23,016 meters. The walkout doors
installed in the inflation building have not yet been tested in high winds.
Average temperature _9,40 c, maximum 0.60 C. Minimum _21.70 C. Average
wind speed 10.2 knots, prevailing ESS, with peak gust 67 knots, and highest
hourly average 50 knots. Percentage of hours clear, 177., scattered 21,
broken 18, overcast 427., obscured 2. Average sea level pressure 98205 MBS,
maximum 1000. 1 MBS, minimum 966.6 MBS. Eleven days with precipitiUcm,
total 1.23 inches water equivalent.

-6Wilkes WY Station-(continued)
Wilkes Ice Cap: peed on 96 MBS: average temperature '19.2° C, maximum
-607 0 C, minimum . 30.2 C Average wind speed 21.2 knots, ESE. Percentage
clear 32, scattered 14, broken 12, forecast 28, obscured 14. Precipitation
recorded on 16 days. Snow stakes show a loss of 3 inches of snow cover during
the month. Total solar and sky radiation now being recorded at the Ice Cap
Stations
Aurora and Air&pw Operations were suspended October 17.
Hallett ICY Station
Geomagnetism During the month of October the absolute magnetometer
worked satisfactorily. The II variograph was in full operation the entire
month, Reduction of records will be made on undisturbed days.
Seismology High outside temperature has forced increased thermostat
setting in the seismometer building. A brief loss of records occurred due to
this adjustment and to strong winds. Operation has otherwise been normal.
Aurora and Airgiow The last observed aurora was October 2. The observing
program ended on October 15.
Ionosphere - Complete records for the month were obtained. Total absorption during the October 23 solar eclipse obviated the need for a continuous
run.
0
Meteorology- The average temperature was -19.6 C with a high of -1.7 on
the 27th and a low of -41.7 0 on the 1st. Average station pressure 28.825 inches,
the highest sea lévèl 29.65. inches on the 18th, and the lowest 28.22 on the
8th. Average wind velocity was 15.3 knots. Precipitation occurred on 27
days with a total of 1.28 inches. Snowfall was 14 inches. The average net
change on 4 snow stakes was 5.5 inches. During October there were 2 clear days,
9 partly cloudy, 20 cloudy, 20 with visibility 1/4 mile or less. Percent
possible sunshine was 307.
The main features of the weather during the month were much cloudiness
with low ceilings and visibilities, frequent snowfall with low. 4nsity accumulations and rising temperature trend. The average temperature for the first 5
days was -250 C, for the last 5 days -8.3° C. The average height of 62 radiosondes was 19,132 meters.
The routine observational program was interrupted by an intense storm on
the 22nd, 23rd, and 24th. Sustained winds in excess of 70 knots with: gusts to
99 knots occurred at this time. The snow collector was damaged and both
pyrbeliometer bulbs completed removed.
Uninterrupted rawinsounding observations started on June 2 were broken
on 21 October. The average height of 59 soundings was 17,750 metrs. Seventeen
RAOBS were terminated due to high local eastern horizon, Dewey and Alniy
balloons in use showed improvement in bursting heights.
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The first visitors since March arrived on board an R4D on 1 November.
Captains Dickey and Maher, Sir Hubert Wilkins and press representatives
made up the group. An additional radioman and driver remained to help with
extra summer requirements of the summer program.
The USSR satellite was first heard 6 October on 20 mc. No receiver on
hand was capable of getting the 40 mc transmission. A 30"60 me receiver was
constructed and the antenna tuned for receipt of transmission by a New Zealand
technician.
The solar eclipse of October 23 was not observable due to heavy cloud
cover.
The New Zealand summer geological party, under the head of
Dr. H. J. Barrington, is expected to board the USS Atka at Christchurch on
November 20. Their present plan is to proceed south up Cape Hallett to
Tucker Inlet and work inland from there, reconnoitering an area of 40 to 50
mile radius.
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